
Name Date  

C O M P A R I S O N 
Gamal Abdel Nasser: Speech to the Egyptian National Assembly, 1967 

This speech was delivered to the Egyptian National Assembly by President Nasser in the midst of the Six-Day War, in 
which Egypt defended Palestine against Israel.  

The circumstances through which we are now passing are in fact difficult ones because we are not only confronting 
Israel but also those who created Israel and who are behind Israel. We are confronting Israel and the West as well -the 
West, which created Israel and which despised us Arabs and which ignored us before and since 1948. They had no 
regard whatsoever for our feelings, our hopes in life, or our rights. The West completely ignored us, and the Arab nation 
was unable to check the West's course. 

Brothers, the revolt, upheaval and commotion which we now see taking place in every Arab country are not only 
because we have returned to the Gulf of Aqaba or rid ourselves of the UNEF, but because we have restored Arab honour 
and renewed Arab hopes. 

The issue today is far more serious than they say. They want to confine the issue to the Straits of Tiran, the UNEF and the 
right of passage. We demand the full rights of the Palestinian people. We say this out of our belief that Arab rights 
cannot be squandered because the Arabs throughout the Arab world are demanding these Arab rights. 

We are not afraid of the United States and its threats, of Britain and its threats, or of the entire Western world and its 
partiality to Israel. The United States and Britain are partial to Israel and give no consideration to the Arabs, to the entire 
Arab nation. Why? Because we have made them believe that we cannot distinguish between friend and foe. We must 
make them know that we know who our foes are and who our friends are and treat them accordingly. 

Charter of the Organisation of African Unity, May 25 1963 

We, the Heads of African States and Governments assembled in the City of Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; 

Convinced that it is the inalienable right of all people to control their own destiny; conscious of the fact that freedom, 
equality, justice and dignity are essential objectives for the achievement of the legitimate aspirations of the African 
peoples; Conscious of our responsibility to harness the natural and human resources of our continent for the total 
advancement of our peoples in spheres of human endeavour; Inspired by a common determination to promote 
understanding among our peoples and co-operation among our States in response to the aspirations of our peoples for 
brotherhood and solidarity, in a larger unity transcending ethnic and national differences; Convinced that, in order to 
translate this determination into a dynamic force in the cause of human progress, conditions for peace and security 
must be established and maintained; Determined to safeguard and consolidate the hard-won independence as well as 
the sovereignty and territorial integrity, of our States, and to fight against neo-colonialism in all its forms; Dedicated to 
the general progress of Africa; Persuaded that the Charter of the United Nations and the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights, to the principles of which we reaffirm our adherence, provide a solid foundation for peaceful and positive 
co-operation among States; Desirous that all African States should henceforth unite so that the welfare and well-being 
of their peoples can be assured; Resolved to reinforce the links between our states by establishing and strengthening 
common institutions; Have agreed to the present Charter. 
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Anwar el Sadat: Afro-Asian Solidarity and the World Mission of the Peoples of Africa and 
Asia, 1957 

Indeed the idea of solidarity was deeply rooted in the hearts of those subjected peoples, continually aspiring through 
diverse national movements to smash the fetters of bondage and redeem their salvation. In the course of time these 
national movements were destined to meet, to consolidate and to react with one another, purposefully in some 
instances, but unconsciously and spontaneously in the majority of cases.It is evident therefore, that the Bandung 
Conference was not a haphazard event, but rather a natural psychological factor which led to the awakening of the 
peoples of Africa and Asia and roused them from their slumber to solve the problem of their very existence and survival, 
and to resume the struggle for the recovery of their liberty and freedom. 

No doubt each country has its own particular problems for which she is more competent than any one else to gauge the 
nature of the difficulties they represent; but at the same time, there is not a shadow of a doubt also that it is within the 
power of each of us to extend a helping band to his brother in time of need, in an endeavour to assist in solving his 
problems, be it only in the form of a genuine, friendly counsel or an expert advice. Thus it becomes evident that it is the 
duty of each of us to foster a double interest-an interest in his own problems, and an interest in the problems of 
others.In addition, there arc problems which present a common interest to us all. 

 

Short Answer Questions 

A. To what extent are the first two passages similar?  

 

 

 

 

B. How are the first two passages different?  

 

 

 

 

C. How does the last passage relate to the first two? 
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